On the Table Philly

- Organizations hosting conversations throughout the region all on 5/23
- Series started in Chicago in 2014
- Brought to Greater Philadelphia this year by The Philadelphia Foundation and the Knight Foundation
- Other cities/regions: Miami, Atlanta
On the Table Philly

- What others are talking about today?
  - @CampusPhilly - people finding their community
  - @Metro_US – how to ensure “all people are a part of Philly’s economic growth”
  - EconSult Solutions - Eds & Meds
  - @Phillydotcom - state of news media
  - NBC 10 News – televised conversation about Sugary Drink Tax
  - Philadelphia Youth Network – training youth for tomorrow’s jobs
On the Table Philly

- Share what we talk about
  - Social media
  - Table notes
  - Individual surveys
- In a few months, DVRPC will receive report on what the whole region talked about on this day
- Right now – you can see what people are talking about #LetsTalkPhilly
On the Table Philly

- Why is DVRPC participating?
  - Hear what nonplanners (!) are talking about
  - Contribute our “planner” and “transportation” conversations to the regional conversation
  - Inform DVRPC’s Long-Range Planning and Public Participation programs
On the Table Philly

- What we’re going to talk about...
  - What can the region do right now to prepare for a more prosperous future?
    - Think about transportation and infrastructure
  - How can “we” work together to improve the chances of people doing well?
  - What should “we” do next?
Ground Rules

• Everyone will have a chance to speak
• It’s ok to disagree.
• Disagree with the idea, not the person
• Do not interrupt one another
Introductions
Small Group Discussions

- What can the region do **right now** to prepare for a more prosperous **future**?
- How can “we” work together to improve the chances of people doing well in the region?
- What data or information would be helpful, but you’re not currently getting?
- What should we do next?
Individual Surveys
Report-Back/Open Discussion
Thank you!
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